The Governor’s Powers Under the Emergency Services Act

Overview

The Emergency Services Act gives California’s governor broad emergency authority. Typically, the state constitution requires policy decisions (what we should do going forward) to be made through the deliberative legislative process.[1]

But in a crisis, that authority (what we should do right now) may be consolidated and exercised by one executive. After declaring an emergency, a governor may disregard statutory law to direct state resources in responding to the crisis. By granting the governor these powers, the state legislature delegated its power to fix public policy and deploy funds during emergencies. This raises some separation of powers concerns that, while meritorious, have not proved so severe that California risks dictatorship.

Analysis

The Emergency Services Act grants broad powers

The Emergency Services Act establishes statewide emergency standards in the event of natural, manmade, or state-of-war emergencies that put in peril the life, property, and resources of California citizens.[2]

A governor has authority to proclaim a “state of war emergency,” “state of emergency,” or “local emergency.”[3]

No preliminary findings are required — a governor need only decide that the proclamation circumstances exist.[4]

In an emergency, a governor may exercise California’s sovereign authority to the fullest extent possible, consistent with individual rights and liberties.[5]

The ESA grants the governor several powers, including the power to:

- Suspend any regulatory statute, statutes for state
business procedures, and any state agency edicts.[6]
- Commandeer private property or personnel (except news services).[7]
- Make expenditures from any available fund.[8]

The ESA makes it a crime to refuse or willfully neglect to obey emergency orders or regulations.[9]
And it insulates the state from liability for any claim based on the exercise, performance, failure, or discretionary choice made under the act’s authority.[10]

**The separation of powers issues are resolvable**

Emergencies obviously call for swift, centralized decision-making. But the ESA says little to guide executive discretion in declaring emergencies. The ESA is not by its terms limited to the classic earthquake, fire, or invasion scenarios, raising concerns that the delegation of legislative power is so great that it unconstitutionally changes the balance of power. The risks are that a governor could in good faith declare an emergency for a condition that unforeseeably extends far into the future, or that a governor in bad faith conjures an emergency that necessarily will continue indefinitely. Those concerns implicate the separation of powers doctrine.

Unlike the federal charter, California’s constitution has an express separation of powers provision. By its text, Article III, section 3 seems to require the three branches to be hermetically sealed from each other: “The powers of state government are legislative, executive, and judicial. Persons charged with the exercise of one power may not exercise either of the others except as permitted by this Constitution.” But the California Supreme Court has acknowledged that the three state government branches are interdependent and may, to a degree, share their powers.[11]
Because the state’s three branches share common boundaries, California’s separation of powers doctrine seeks to maintain the sensitive balance between the branches and assumes a certain degree of mutual oversight and influence.[12] The judicially enforced limit is this: a branch of government cannot assume the core powers or functions of another branch.[13]
Federal separation of powers doctrine is not binding on California courts. Yet a key feature of federal separation of powers doctrine, the Youngstown analysis, is a useful frame for evaluating the ESA.\[14\]
In his Youngstown concurrence, Justice Robert H. Jackson described a three-level vision of executive power. In his view, the greatest level of executive power exists when it acts with legislative authority because that scenario combines all the executive’s constitutional powers with those of the legislative branch. The executive has less power to act when the legislative branch has parallel authority—there, the executive must have both constitutional authority and grounding in separation of powers considerations. The executive has the least power when acting contrary to a legislative enactment because that executive action relies on the executive’s constitutional powers without the legislative branch’s powers over the subject matter.

California’s governor holds the state’s “supreme executive power.”\[15\]
The state’s legislative power is vested in the legislature.\[16\]
Absent constitutional justification, executive officers cannot exercise legislative powers.\[17\]
And no express provision in the state constitution resembles the ESA’s grant of legislative power: exclusive authority to appropriate funds, and unrestrained power to waive statutory laws.\[18\]
The ESA itself — a statutory act — cannot provide the necessary permission, so there must be some other unexpressed or general constitutional justification for a governor to exercise the ESA’s legislative powers.

The separation of powers doctrine provides that justification, although it may seem counterintuitive. The ESA seems to accomplish exactly what the separation of powers doctrine intends to prevent: the combination in the hands of a single person or group of the basic or fundamental powers of government.\[19\]
Yet that is the doctrine a court would use to both justify the ESA and uphold the legislature’s delegated powers if a governor refuses to surrender them. The
legislature has authority to terminate an emergency by concurrent resolution.[20] But assume that a hypothetical governor ignores the concurrent resolution and continues to exercise ESA powers long after the emergency ended. The legislature could pass an amended ESA, or void it, and even override a gubernatorial veto — but a governor could then claim that the existing emergency powers confer authority to ignore those things as part of the executive response to the ongoing emergency. That debate would quickly land in the courts, which would then need to resolve the separation of powers issue.

The ESA does not present the more typical separation of powers problem where a branch over-regulates another branch or attempts to usurp its powers. Instead, this is a delegation issue. By granting governors emergency declaration power, the legislature has delegated some of its core powers to the executive. In the Youngstown framework, a governor acting under the ESA wields maximum constitutional powers: the supreme executive power and some lawmaking authority. The question is whether a court would conclude that the legislature ceded too much of its core appropriations and policymaking powers.

There are two ways to handle the separation of powers problem the ESA presents. One rationale relies on the fundamental judicial power to resolve interbranch disputes. The judicial power includes policing the branches to maintain separation of powers.[21] The California Constitution Center has argued that a material impairment occurs only when one branch eliminates or controls the discretion of another branch in exercising its core power.[22] This permits an emergency delegation of some legislative core powers to the executive so long as the legislature maintains control of the discretion of the other branch in exercising that power. In the emergency context, this means that a court could uphold the temporary delegation of legislative power to the executive because the grant is neither permanent nor irrevocable.

Indeed, the ESA itself provides a check against a governor’s attempt to aggrandize itself by retaining emergency powers after a crisis ends:
The act requires the governor to end a state of emergency “at the earliest possible date that conditions warrant,” and the legislature can terminate a state of emergency by concurrent resolution.[23]
If the legislature is concerned enough about an overlong emergency declaration that it demands judicial intervention, it can terminate the state of emergency and retrieve its powers. If the legislature can retrieve its powers, temporarily ceded in an emergency, then its powers have not been lost. In our hypothetical dispute above, a court could use this analysis to justify ruling for the governor in the short term, or ruling for the legislature in the long term — upholding the ESA in either scenario.

The other rationale is the delegation analysis, which asks whether the legislature impermissibly delegated its core powers without providing an adequate yardstick to guide executive action under the ESA.[24]
The legislature may delegate some authority to the executive branch when it provides “an adequate yardstick for the guidance for the administrative body empowered to execute.”[25]
The guidance is necessary: otherwise, the legislature could confer unrestricted authority to make fundamental policy decisions, which would violate separation of powers because generally the legislature cannot escape its policy-making responsibility by delegating it to other branches.[26]

The ESA’s sole guidance is in how it describes the grounds for an emergency proclamation: a governor is empowered to proclaim a state of emergency when the governor “finds that circumstances” amounting to a state of emergency exist, and either a local authority requests the declaration or the governor “finds that local authority is inadequate to cope with the emergency.”[27]
The ESA defines a “state of emergency” as “the duly proclaimed existence of conditions of disaster or of extreme peril to the safety of persons and property within the state” caused by such conditions as fire, flood, storm, epidemic, riot, drought and other calamities.[28]
That definition is circular: the emergency proclamation power’s existence depends on a governor’s proclamation that an emergency exists.[29]
And as in our hypothetical above, the ESA assumes that a governor will act in
good faith in both declaring and ending an emergency.

Even that broad delegation, and its equally liberal
guidance, is permissible because the grant of legislative power is neither
complete nor permanent. Delegation is merely a particular variety of separation
of powers problem. The ultimate separation of powers limit is that one branch
cannot exercise the complete power of another branch.[30]
Absent abuse, the ESA does not violate that principle because the legislature
still holds all its legislative power and, as discussed above, can retrieve the
limited amount temporarily granted to the governor.

Separation of powers is equally concerned with doctrinal
purity and practical reality. The doctrine is not intended to take away the
flexibility that the branches need to operate in an effective and efficient manner.[31]
In an emergency, practical reality governs, and a court would be reluctant to restrict
that flexibility and disrupt the government’s good faith crisis response.[32]
In contrast, in a bad faith or abuse of discretion scenario, a court likely
would enforce the inter-branch boundaries, uphold the legislature’s core powers,
and order them restored. Separation of powers is violated “only when the
actions of a branch of government defeat or materially impair the inherent
functions of another branch.”[33]
The ESA could be used to defeat or materially impair the legislature’s core
powers, but it does not necessarily do so.

Conclusion

California is not likely to become a dictatorship. The emergency powers the ESA
grants to governors to make solo policy decisions do implicate the separation of
powers. In the short term those concerns may be allayed, and the delegation
justified. In the long term, a court would act to preserve core executive and
legislative functions. California benefits from its governor having all necessary
powers to quash a crisis, and the state is designed to return to normal when the
emergency ends.
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